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ABSTRACT 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are a promising candidate for next generation of 

electrical wirings and electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding materials due to their 

exceptional mechanical and electrical properties. Wires and coatings from ultralong 

nanotubes that are highly crystalline, well-aligned and densely packed can achieve this 

goal. High-performance CNT conductors will be relatively lightweight and resistant to 

harsh conditions and therefore can potentially replace current conductors in many 

industries including aerospace, automotive, gas and oil.  

This thesis investigates a new manufacturing approach, based on conventional 

solution coating and wire drawing methods, to fabricate high conductivity wires and 

coatings from ultra-long carbon nanotubes. This approach enables forming dense and 

aligned coatings of CNTs on various substrate wires. To achieve the carbon nanotube 

coating, millimeters long and vertically aligned multi-walled carbon nanotube arrays are 

first dispersed in sulfuric acid via mild shear mixing, forming CNT fibers. The resulting 
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fibers are subsequently solution coated onto a substrate wire (i.e., nylon and copper here) 

and the coating was subsequently drawn through a series of dies. During each drawing 

step, the CNT coated wire is passed through a wire drawing die to decrease the coating 

thickness and to coax the CNTs to align and pack. Effects of various processing 

parameters on the structure and resulting electrical conductivity of coated wires were 

investigated. By controlling processing parameters and number of dip coatings, both thin 

and thick coatings were formed on substrate wires; coatings accounting for up to 80% of 

the total wire cross-section were achieved. Microscopy and Raman spectroscopy were 

utilized to probe the structure of CNTs in the coatings. Adding short single-walled 

nanotubes to the ultra-long multi-walled ones in the coating solution resulted in 46.8% 

improvement in conductivity of the coatings. It was concluded that the continuous 

coating process introduced here can be used to manufacture high conductivity coatings 

and wires.  

In chapter 1, the motivation behind this study is presented and structure of CNTs 

are explained. Chapter 2 reviews, in detail, CNT synthesis approaches and also our 

results on chemical vapor deposition of CNTs. Chapter 3 discusses advantages and 

disadvantages of different CNT wire and fiber manufacturing techniques, solution coated 

wires using our novel approach, and results of CNT coated copper and nylon wires. 

Electrical properties of the prepared wires and their structural characterization via Raman 

spectroscopy and scanning electron and light microscopies are discussed in chapters 4 

and 5. Finally, a discussion of structure-property relationships of the CNT coated wires is 

presented in chapter 6.  
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 

 

Copper has been the choice material for electrical wirings since the early 19th 

century, and since then very few materials have been introduced to potentially replace it. 

Annealed copper is used for wirings, electrical contacts, and cables in city infrastructures, 

buildings, circuits and electronic circuitry, electric motors, aerospace industry, power 

generation and transmission, and telecommunication. This is due to the combination of 

copper’s outstanding properties and its low price. Copper has one of the lowest electrical 

resistivity ratings of 16.78 n.m.[1] It has an ultimate tensile strength of 200-350MPa, 

depending on the amount of cold work, and is ductile, which makes it suitable for 

metalworking and forming in different shape and size wires.[2, 3]  Copper has also a high 

thermal conductivity, ~400 W/mK, that facilitates dissipating heat from the system.[4] 

Other noteworthy properties are moderate corrosion and creep resistance, compatibility 

with different coatings and electrical insulators and solderability.[3] However, despite 

copper’s fine properties and low cost, some industries such as aerospace, transportation 

and oil and gas, require wires with superior properties. While these advanced applications 

have been the driving force for finding replacement materials for copper, the US total 

electricity usage can be also lowered by 1% if copper were to be replaced by a CNT 

material that is only 33% more conducting than copper.[5] 

Airframe wires in commercial and fighter aircraft need to possess great 

mechanical properties and operate in extreme environments, e.g., high temperatures. 

Braided metallic sheaths have been the solution for electromagnetic shielding and armor 

for different types of cables. There is an ever-increasing demand for embedding new 
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technologies in aircraft such as in-flight entertainment and wifi system.[6] As such, better 

data transfer in wires and cables as well as better ability to transfer more power to an 

increased number of devices is required in next generation of aircraft and satellites. These 

requirements will influence the total weight of the wires inside aircraft that will 

eventually result in more power and fuel consumption.  Reducing the weight of power 

and data cables can be approached by two means. One addresses the design, and the other 

is to improve the material performance. It’s noteworthy that modern aircraft usually 

feature up to 300 miles of wires.[6] 

In oil and gas industry, there has always been an increasing demand for improved 

submersible pumps and wellhead pieces with increased power transmission and reliability 

without sacrificing the area available for existing footprint in deep water explorations.[7] 

Increased electrical transmissibility, as well as corrosion resistivity, enables more 

efficient, reliable and efficient dynamic mechanical performance in offshore drilling.[7] 

For satellites, the launch cost is the single most critical concern and is directly 

correlated to the total weight of the satellite. For example, the average launch cost of 

communication satellites to orbit is $10K per pound.The hundreds of kilograms of wires 

in satellites and rockets consist of various compositions of copper wires for different 

purposes. By reducing the total weight of wires consumed in any satellite and rocket by 

even a small percentage, and retaining the total current carrying capacity, the difference 

in the final cost can be millions of dollars. Of course, with any new wiring systems for 

the aerospace industry, there are more concerns than just the weight and ampacity, which 

can include the bend radius, high-temperature resistance, corrosion resistivity, etc. Higher 
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bend ratio gives designers more flexibility for a more compact aircraft design and 

assembly.  

In some applications, advanced conducting wires should endure harsh conditions 

such as high levels of humidity or temperatures and be able to carry high currents (high 

ampacity).[8] Ampacity is defined as the current-carrying capacity of the conductor or 

the maximum amount of current it can carry in amperes before facing serious 

deteriorations. Ampacity depends on many factors including but not limited to the 

ambient temperature, the effective thermal resistance between conductor and 

surroundings and number of conductors in a raceway.[9] Copper’s limited ampacity 

results in bulkier cables in many high current applications. 

The quest for finding more cost-effective and efficient conductors has led to 

exploring other materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNT) for power distribution. 

Immediately after the discovery of carbon nanotubes in 1991 by Iijima [10], scientists 

were fascinated by their mechanical, electrical and thermal properties. A seamless 

cylinder of rolled up graphene sheet, a CNT, exhibits several microns of mean free path 

and ballistic transport of electrons.[11, 12]  However, transferring the individual 

nanotube properties to the meso- and macro-scales have been a great challenge. 

Controlling the individual carbon nanotube characteristics such as radius, chirality, 

length, the number of walls during their synthesis as well as their alignment, morphology, 

and packing density throughout their post-synthesis processing has been a focus of 

intense research over the last two decades.  

Nanotube’s mechanical, electrical and thermal properties, make them a great 

candidate for the next generation of electrical wires in various systems that require 
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lightweight power or data cables, high current ratings, and corrosion and fatigue 

resistance. CNT wires can also be used in a variety of other applications such as 

electrochemical supercapacitors, sensors, and actuators. The two-dimensional structures 

of carbon nanotubes in the form of sheets have also been extensively studied for various 

applications such as thin film transistors, flexible electronics, transparent electrodes, 

displays, solar cells, energy storage, and supercapacitors. These 2D structures can be 

achieved through directly growing CNTs on the target substrate or by depositing the CNT 

layer on a target substrate from a solution in one or multiple step techniques such as 

Langmuir-Blodgett method, self-assembly, dip-coating, spin coating, drop casting, 

electrophoretic deposition, dielectrophoresis, spray coating, filtration method, Mayer rod, 

slot die, and gravure.[13] In the solution based coating techniques, CNT dispersion in the 

solution has a major influence on the final quality of the coating, which itself is 

determined by different parameters such as CNT quality, electrokinetic potential, bundle 

size and rheological properties.[14] 

 

1.1.  CNT Structure and Properties 

A nanotube can be visualized by rolling a graphene sheet in different directions. 

This rolling angle determines the electrical and optical properties of the nanotubes. This 

angle is referred to as the “chiral angle.” SWCNTs have diameters from 0.4 to 1.4 nm. 

MWCNTs consist of concentric SWCNT tubes with a spacing of 3.4A and have 

diameters ranging 2-100nm. Shown by both theory and experiments, ballistic transport 

can occur in carbon nanotubes along their surfaces provided that the CNT is defect 

free.[12, 15]  
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The chirality, as shown in Figure 1-1, is defined by the angle between the chiral 

vector and the zigzag direction (n,0). All forms of nanotubes can be identified with (n,m) 

directional indices among which armchair is defined specifically having a 30° chiral 

angle and indices of (n,n) (Figure 1-1).  CNT band gap can vary depending on its 

chirality from 0 to 2eV, resulting in semiconductor or metallic nanotubes. [16] 

 

 

Figure 1-1: Chirality table for single wall carbon nanotube. 

 

In addition to exceptional electrical properties, carbon nanotubes have a  

measured Young's modulus of 1.4TPa, 20-30% elongation to failure and high 
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stiffness.[17] The following table summarizes some comparisons between CNT and other 

materials properties.  

Table 1-1: Mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes and common structural materials 

Material Young’s Modulus 

(GPa) 
Tensile Strength 

(GPa) 
Density (g cm-3) 

CNTs 300-950 10-200 0.7-1.7 
Steel 210 0.4-2.0 7.8 
Kevlar 60 3.6 1.44 
Copper 120 0.22 8.92 
Aluminum 70 0.3 2.70 
 

In the following chapters, different CNT synthesis approaches are discussed. 

Parameters affecting CNT synthesis and termination mechanisms are explained. 

Chemical vapor deposition of CNTs is reviewed in more depth. Afterwards, Our attempt 

for CNT growth is explained from substrate preparation and CVD setup to parameters 

involved. In the third chapter, dry processing and wet processing of CNT wires and fibers 

are introduced. Advantages and disadvantages of various CNT fiber manufacturing 

techniques are discussed. Solution coating technique is further considered. Solution 

coating techniques for two-dimensional coatings is briefly introduced. Explanations on 

the choice of sulfuric acid for our process is provided, and different parameters are 

affecting the quality of CNT dispersions are introduced. Afterwards, our method for 

preparing CNT coatings for nylon and copper wire is thoroughly explained. This method 

is then used in a set of experiments for investigating the plausibility of this method for 

preparation of CNT conductive coatings. From chapter four, characterization of the CNT 

coatings begins. In chapter four, details about the method used for measuring dimensions 

and electrical conductivity of the coatings are included. Our results are then compared to 

the results from best publications on preparation of macro-scale CNT conductors. In 
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chapter five, Optical microscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy images of CNT 

coatings are examined. Optical and SEM images taken are from side-view and cross-

sectional view of the CNT coatings. Details about the process for preparing CNT coated 

wire cross-sections is also included. More detail about the adhesion of CNT coating to 

copper and nylon substrated are revealed. Later in this chapter, Raman spectroscopy 

results of pristine CNTs and CNT  coatings are reviewed. Polarized Raman spectroscopy 

results from CNT coatings are compared with the SEM observations. In the last chapter, 

the results from this method are summarized, and conclusions are explained. More 

suggestions are provided to improve this method. 
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CHAPTER 2 : SYNTHESIS OF CARBON NANOTUBES 

 

Since their discovery, many attempts have been made to improve the quality, 

selectivity, yield, and length of carbon nanotubes, such as point-arc microwave plasma 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD),[18] floating catalyst CVD,[19] alcohol-assisted 

CVD,[20] molecular beam CVD,[21] hot filament CVD,[22] oxygen-hydrogen assisted 

CVD,[23] water assisted CVD,[24-27] fast-heating CVD [28] and horizontally aligned 

CVD grown CNTs (to up to 4cm long).[29] Among these synthesis methods, water 

assisted CVD seems to be a promising method for growing high-quality vertically aligned 

CNTs (VACNT) due to its cost-effectiveness and ease of implementation. Here, we 

survey CNT synthesize techniques. 

 

2.1. CNT Synthesis Approaches 

Before Iijima et al.[10] utilize an arc discharge method to synthesize CNTs,[30] 

scientists were using it to make fullerenes. In the arc discharge method, a DC is run 

between two vertical electrodes in the middle of a chamber, and an arc-discharge is 

generated. In this method, the thin anode electrode has small holes to be filled with a 

mixture of graphite and powder metals. The mixture gets vaporized by the laser beam in 

the tube at high temperatures (1200 °C) and in a flow of an inert gas. The multi-walled 

carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) grown by Iijima posses 2-50 walls and are deposited on a 

collector downstream the furnace.[31] This method has the advantage of high yields, but 

similar to the laser ablation method requires high energies and temperatures for 

sublimation of solid targets. In the laser ablation, the material is heated by a laser beam to 
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the point of sublimation and is separated from the source. In a research by Smalley et 

al.,[32] it was shown that carbon nanotubes could be formed and assembled on a 

substrate by laser ablation of a graphite source. Flame synthesis has also proven to be an 

effective method for growing CNT structures. Although, controlling the morphology and 

characteristics of as-grown CNTs in this method is more difficult than the other methods 

due to the complexities of mass transfer, heat transfer, and the dynamics of the flame.[33] 

With flame synthesis, the precursor is a mixture of reaction between a hydrocarbon and 

an oxidizer. The substrate is put in/on the flame, and the energy provided by the flame 

advances the synthesis of CNTs from the precursor on the catalytic particles over the 

substrate.[34] Trace of oxygen and hydrogen also has been proved in this method and are 

speculated to be influential in the promotion of CNT growth.[35, 36] 

Each of these methods has advantages and disadvantages over one another. In 

comparison to chemical vapor deposition, which is the main focus of this chapter for 

CNT synthesis, the yield rate of arc discharge, laser ablation, and flame synthesis are 

low.[31, 37] It should be noted that higher nanotube qualities can be achieved via laser 

ablation because of the uniform conditions of growth under the laser beam. The highest 

achieved growth rates (not to be confused with yield!) for nanotube synthesis is by the 

flame method. All the synthesis methods require temperatures over 1000°C (4000°C in 

case of arc discharge) for the growth process to start.[31, 37] Chemical vapor deposition, 

on the other hand, utilizes temperatures in the range of 300-1200°C for the growth 

process.[31, 38] 
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2.2. Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) 

CVD became an appealing choice for many research groups due to its low cost 

(due to its lower temperature), adaptability to the synthesis of a variety of structures, and 

scalability. In spite of these advantages, the method still faces the challenge of 

reproducibility.[31] In this process, nanotubes are formed via the decomposition of a 

mixture of gasses in high temperatures, and deposition of carbon on a catalyst particle. 

The precursor gasses commonly comprise alcohols,[39] aromatic compounds, 

hydrocarbons in the form of gas or liquid or even pure carbon.[38] Most frequent 

precursors used in this process are ethylene, acetylene, methane, carbon monoxide and 

ethanol. Through the years, many additives have been introduced inside the process for 

the purpose of promoting the growth such as water, hydrogen, and oxygen, or for doping 

the CNTs, such as nitrogen,[40] phosphorous,[41] and boron bearing gasses.[42] Many 

research groups came up with variations of CVD by changing multiple parameters or 

simply using variations of previous CVD techniques to achieve a higher controllability in 

CNT growth. Some of these methods include alcohol assisted-CVD,[43] water assisted-

CVD (the super growth method),[44] floating catalyst CVD,[45] electric-field CVD,[46] 

low pressure CVD,[47] fluidized bed CVD,[48] plasma enhanced CVD, [49] hot filament 

CVD (Cold Wall),[50] horizontal tube CVD, point arc microwave plasma CVD,[42] and 

rotary tube furnace (Generally used for mass production).[51]  

Although there are many synthesis parameters that affect the CNT structure, the 

catalyst is known to have a key impact. Thus preparation of the substrate becomes of 

great importance for controlling the final structure of the CNTs. Catalyst nanoparticles 

are prepared prior to the chemical deposition of carbon atoms. Variety of methods can be 
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used to form catalyst nanoparticles on substrates such as the sol-gel technique,[52] 

reduction of precursors,[52] evaporation of a solution on the substrate, self-assembly 

(micellar solution or reverse micelle method),[52] metal organic chemical vapor 

deposition,[48] dip-coating,[53] atomic layer deposition,[54] spin-coating, electroplating 

of nano-particles from a salt solution, contact print of nano-particle solutions, physical 

vapor sputtering, and finally evaporation techniques,[55] which have been shown to give 

promising results.One step preparation of catalyst nanoparticles can significantly improve 

the cost and rate of production of CNTs. To achieve this, both catalyst and precursors are 

introduced into the growth chamber at the same time, resulting in a continuous 

production of CNTs. CNTs are then collected downstream.  

Iron-based catalysts are one of the most widely used ones for the synthesis of 

different CNT types. Cobalt- and nickel-based catalysts have also been utilized to grow 

MWCNTs and sounder certain conditions SWCNTs. Copper,[56] gold,[57] gadolinium, 

palladium,[58] platinum,[59] iridium,[60] silver,[61] rhenium, tungsten,[62] yttrium,[63] 

and molybdenum [64] are other elements that have been used to grown CNTs. Some 

elements are also used only as a part of multiple component catalysts or alloys such as 

molybdenum, magnesium, germanium, silicon and even carbon.[64, 65] Oxides of some 

of these elements can also be named as responsible for CNT growth, as shown in some 

studies.[66, 67] 

 Regardless of the synthesis method, CNTs are susceptible to containing 

impurities in the form of catalyst particles, amorphous carbons and other forms of carbon 

structures.[38] Post-processing and purification steps are therefore usually performed to 
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achieve high purity and consistent structures of CNTs depending on the CNT application. 

[68, 69] 

 

2.3. CNT Growth Mechanism 

In 2013, Zhang et al.[70] produced a 550mm long CNT  inside of a 35cm 

movable horizontal tube furnace with the total growth time of 120 mins. Precursors used 

consisted of CH4, H2, and H2O and growth temperature was set to 1100 °C. Recently, it 

was shown that with traditional water-assisted CVD, CNT forests could be grown to up 

to 2.17 cm.[71] Previously it was reported that water could prolong the lifetime of the 

catalyst nanoparticles.[44] A combination of parameters is involved in growing ultra-long 

CNT forests, but in theory, their synthesis can be continued as long as the catalyst 

nanoparticles are active. In addition, the catalyst lifetime depends on synthesis conditions 

such as temperature, pressure, annealing conditions, water vapor concentration, and 

carbon precursor.[38, 72, 73] 

Understanding the CNT growth termination mechanism will enable us to improve 

the current methods to achieve more uniform CNT structures with higher yields. Carbon 

dissolution-diffusion-precipitation [74] (similar to the vapor-liquid-solid mechanism) is 

proposed to be one of the mechanisms involved in CNT growth. Some, however, believe 

that there is more than only one mechanism involved in their synthesis. The 

decomposition of the gaseous mixture is believed to occur mainly on the surface of 

catalytic nanoparticles, and the formation of the CNTs occur after diffusion of carbon 

atoms inside the catalysts.[75] Thus poisoning of the catalyst nanoparticles is believed to 

be one of the mechanisms involved in the termination of the process.[75] Nucleation of 
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the CNT By understanding the termination process, we would be able to control their 

growth more efficiently. 

Studies show that deactivation of the catalyst occurs gradually [76] [77] [18] [78] 

or suddenly.[75, 79-81] An abrupt decrease in growth rate has also been shown in various 

studies. [82] [83-86] Some of these studies discuss the growth termination mechanisms. 

However, a universal explanation for this phenomenon does not currently exist.  

The following factors individually or in combination with each other, are 

responsible for the growth termination. 

 Diffusion rate of the carbon feedstock into CNT forest decreases with increasing 

the CNT length [26, 87] 

 Diffusion rates of the carbon in and on the catalyst nanoparticles decreases with 

time [88] 

 Catalyst poisoning and formation of carbon structures and oxides on or in catalyst 

nanoparticles [89-91] 

 Ostwald ripening [92] 

 Subsurface diffusion [93] 

 CNT walls surface diffusion [94] 

 Structure failure and van der Waals interactions of CNTs or covalent interaction 

of CNT dangling bonds [95] 

Various parameters can affect the structure, morphology and other properties of the 

CNTs. As a result, different types of CNTs with dissimilar structures and properties have 

been discovered. Categorizing the CNTs by the number of concentric walls in the 

individual structures is one way of distinguishing them. In this category, we can mention 
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single wall, double wall, and multi-wall carbon nanotubes. Another way to categorize 

CNTs is based on the relative direction of the growth with respect to the substrate. It 

should be noted that orientation controlled growth of CNTs is another field of active 

research where different external forces such as gravitational, electric fields and magnetic 

fields are utilized to direct the growth direction.[96, 97] There are other variations of 

nanotube Such as carbon peapods, bamboo-shaped tubules, and branched CNTs.  

 

2.4. Synthesis of CNTs by Chemical Vapor Deposition 

It has been mentioned that every CVD process consists of two steps: 1) chemical 

reactions of precursor(s) and 2) deposition on a substrate. Different synthesis parameters 

can be controlled to achieve different types and morphologies, diameters, length and 

growth rate, chirality, and defects in nanotubes. This, in turn, results in different 

mechanical, electrical and thermal properties of nanotubes. Some of these key parameters 

are catalyst material, support material, surface roughness, catalyst layer thickness, 

support layer structure and thickness, growth Temperature, growth pressure, precursors, 

flow rates, flow profile, and feedstock pre-treatment. 

To grow our ultra-long CNTs, three silicon wafers, 500µm thick, with a 500nm 

thermally grown SiO2 were chosen. The first wafer was spin-coated with a photoresist, 

and by means of photolithography, a pattern was generated on it. This wafer was 

subsequently diced into pieces and used to measure the deposition rate of buffer and 

catalyst material using AJA ATC magnetron sputtering system. Aluminium oxide was 

used as the buffer and iron as the catalyst for the CVD nanotube synthesis. The height of 

the photoresist steps was probed by profilometry. After sputtering each of the  1×1cm 
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substrates with the desired thickness of iron or alumina, the photoresist was removed by a 

lift-off process, and the height of the steps was measured with a WITec Apyron atomic 

force microscope (AFM). This process is schematically shown in Figure 2-1. Figure 2-2 

shows a typical an as-deposited photoresist.  

After repeating the process with various parameters and acquiring a rate of 

deposition for aluminum oxide and iron, two wafers were sputtered by first, aluminum 

oxide and iron, respectively. Aluminium oxide was deposited at the rate of ~0.85nm/min 

for the duration of 12 minutes with an RF source power supply.  Iron was sputtered using 

DC power supply at the rate of 3.5nm/min for durations of less than two minutes. The 

wafers were then diced and used for CNT synthesis. Figure 2-3 shows the microscopy 

results and AFM of the layers generated by this method.  

 

Figure 2-1: Step-by-step preparation of the first substrate with photolithography and physical 

vapor deposition. 
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Figure 2-2: Profilometry of the photoresist layer on Si-SiO2 substrate before the physical vapor 

deposition (i.e., sputtering) 

 

 

  

a  b c 

 

 

 
Figure 2-3: a) Microscopy of the sputtered layer of alumina on Si-SiO2 layer after the lift-off 

process. b) The substrate after PVD and lift-off processes.  c) 3D AFM of the steps on the 

substrate. 

 
 

Our CVD setup, shown in Figure 2-4, is composed of a gas delivery system 

delivering high purity ethylene, argon, and a mixture of hydrogen and argon. Controllable 

delivery of the gasses is performed through three MKS mass flow controllers to two 

Lindberg Blue M horizontal tube furnaces in series with the total heated tube length of 
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120cm and a diameter of 25mm. The middle section of the tube is isolated so there would 

be minimum heat gradient between the furnaces. The downstream of the furnace is 

connected to a double bubbler system with oil as a trap. The accuracy of the mass flow 

controllers was checked by another set of flow controllers. The first furnace was used for 

purging as well as preheating of the reaction gasses. 

 

 

Figure 2-4: The CVD setup used in this study. The setup consisted of three mass flow controllers, 

two furnaces, and a double bubbler system. 

  

Our growth procedure is shown in Figure 2-5. The process starts by placing a 

substrate (coated with the buffer and catalyst layers) in the middle of the first furnace 

operating at 150 °C. The tube was purged with an Ar/H2 mixture for 30 minutes. The 

substrate is subsequently pushed into the second furnace, operating at 760°C, by means 

of a pushing rod. After 15 minutes of Ar/H2 flow, ethylene was introduced. The iron layer 

breaks into catalytic nanoparticles during the initial annealing stage (Figure 2-6-b). At the 

end of growth (Figure 2-6-c), the ethylene feed was stopped, and samples were removed 
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after the furnaces cool down to below 150°C. Structure and quality of samples were 

investigated using SEM and Raman. 

 

Figure 2-5: Reference CNT growth process 

 

 

Figure 2-6: Catalyst layer annealing, and CNT nucleation and growth 

 

Figure 2-7: One millimeter long CNT forest grew on a 0.5×0.5cm wafer using our recipe. 
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Unfortunately, growing large quantities of CNTs, as required for this study, was 

highly time-consuming and may result in variations in CNT quality from one growth 

batch to another. We, therefore, used commercially available vertically aligned 

MWCNTs provided by GeneralNano, LCC. Structure and morphology of these nanotubes 

were investigated and are discussed in the next chapters. 
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CHAPTER 3 : MANUFACTURING ALIGNED CNT STRUCTURES 

 

Multiple groups have been able to align carbon nanotubes in the form of a 1-D 

fiber through dry and wet spinning techniques. In the solid-state method (‘dry 

processing’), CNT fibers are spun directly from a CNT synthesis reaction zone or a pre-

grown CNT array on a substrate. To our best knowledge, the highest reported electrical 

conductivity for these fibers is (1.71×106 S/m for Miralon yarn C-series);[98] for radially 

densified and doped fibers produced by the Nanocomp Technologies, Inc. The second 

approach (‘wet processing’) involves extruding a premade CNT solution/dispersion 

through a spinneret into a coagulation bath forming dense CNT fibers.[99]  The highest 

reported conductivity for fibers made using this technique is reported by Rice University 

researchers.[100]  A highly densified fiber made from a CNT/fuming chlorosulfonic acid 

solution and doped with iodine achieved a conductivity of 8.5×106 S/m.[100] An ‘ideal’ 

CNT fiber would contain ultra-long, pure, defect-free, and small diameter CNTs that are 

densely packed and parallel to the fiber axis. These manufacturing techniques suffer from 

inherent processing limitations where they either cannot process long CNTs (wet 

processing) or produce fibers with poor CNT alignment and packing (dry processing). 

Despite a decade of R&D, these bottlenecks still exist and have limited the widespread 

production and utilization of these fibers for electrical wire applications. In terms of 

manufacturing, both wet and dry processing techniques are very mature, and other 

approaches are currently being sought to improve the properties of CNT fibers 

manufactured using these techniques. Some of these include densification,[101] CNT 

graphitization and purification using heat and current treatments,[102, 103] doping,[104-
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106] synthesis of higher conductivity (metallic) nanotubes,[107] or selective elimination 

of lower conductivity (semiconducting) nanotubes,[108] and decoration of CNTs with 

gold, copper or silver nanoparticle.[109, 110] Although, all these approaches improve the 

conductivity of fibers, both wet and dry processing techniques fall short to achieve an 

‘ideal’ CNT fiber and hence are not likely to result in fibers with conductivities higher 

than copper.      

Tabulated in Table 1, are the best-achieved properties for bulk CNT fibers as well 

as conventional metals. When normalized by weight, bulk CNT fibers surpass the 

properties of best materials known to humans. CNT fibers have also achieved specific 

electrical and specific thermal conductivities (Conductivity/weight) in excess of copper 

properties.[99, 104, 109] Evident by the data in this table, there is a large room for 

improvement in CNT fibers. 

Table 3-1: Density, electrical and thermal conductivities of best results for dry-process and wet-

processed CNT fibers in comparison to individual CNTs, Copper, and Aluminum 

Data in this table is provided for comparison purposes only.[111-113] Except for individual 

nanotubes, the highest achieved properties in each row correspond to different grades of each 

material.   

 Electrical 

conductivity  

(S/m) x106 

Thermal 

conductivity  

(W.m-1.K-1) 

Density 

(g.cm-3) 

Individual CNT  20-100 3000 1.4 

CNT fiber: dry processing 1.71 1230 0.2-0.6 

CNT fiber: wet processing 8.5 635 0.5-1.4 

Copper 60 400 8.9 

Aluminum 35 250 2.8 

 

Other than CNT fibers, attempts have been made to produce CNT composite 

cables[114, 115]. The increase in durability and flexibility, as well as significant decrease 
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in overall weight, make CNT cables a promising alternative to current cables. Other CNT 

composite wires have been achieved by coating copper wires in CNT solutions by 

Holesinger et al.[7] Acid and water-based solutions have been used for CNT coatings. 

The  

It’s noteworthy that CNT structures have been grown directly on bulk objects 

such as copper wires using CVD methods.[116] This method offers some great 

advantages compared to its alternatives such as ease of processing. Although promising, 

not much research has been done in this field  

 

3.1. Choice of CNT dispersion medium for CNTs 

Entanglement in CNTs during synthesis or purification processes [117] is the 

single major difficulty in making a true solution of carbon nanotubes. Surfactant-assisted 

ultra-sonication and dissolution in strong acids are the main methods for preparing CNT 

dispersions. Entangled CNTs go through an unzipping process with the aid of dispersants 

penetrating in their bundles and agglomerated and overcoming the nanotube-nanotube 

van der Waals attractions. Surfactants only act as stabilizers of nanotubes and require 

high energies to break apart nanotube agglomerates.[118]  The energy is usually 

delivered by ultrasonication or shear mixing. These methods only aid in dispersing the 

CNTs and the surfactants are necessary to keep the nanotubes apart. Ultrasonication can 

be used to prepare individually dispersed CNT solutions. It, however, deteriorate 

nanotube structure during dispersion.[119] Polymers and organic solvents can also be 

used for CNT dispersion. While they have a minimal effect on the electronic properties of 
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nanotubes, their insulating nature has a great influence on properties of the resulting CNT 

fiber or wire and their removal requires additional steps.[13]  

Using acids to prepare CNT dispersions is inherited from polymeric solutions 

used in processing of kevlar and other polymers. Acids have shown to be effective in 

eliminating van der Waals forces between nanotubes by protonation of the CNT 

sidewalls. Not only the type of acid used have shown to give different results in 

dispersing CNTs and altering their electrical properties, CNT characteristics such as 

number of walls, chirality, length and diameter have also shown to be influential in 

preparing the CNT dispersion.[120, 121] [122] Chlorosulfonic acid is a true solvent for 

CNTs.[123] Additionally, it's recently been shown that chlorosulfonic has a positive 

influence on electrical properties of CNT structures by reducing contact resistance 

between nanotubes.[124, 125] Chlorosulfonic acid can disperse higher concentrations of 

carbon nanotubes compared with alternative acids. It is noteworthy that at higher 

concentrations, biphasic solution and eventually, formation of liquid crystal boundaries in 

adjacent boundary grains have been observed in CNT-acid solutions. This can be utilized 

to facilitate alignment and densification  in CNT fibers.[126] 

Sulfuric and Oleum also result in high levels of nanotube dispersion by 

protonation.[127] However, their effect on the electrical properties of CNT remains 

questionable. Some research shows that they may generate defects on the CNT sidewalls, 

though there are arguments that functionalized groups can be beneficial for electrical 

properties.[122, 128] Moreover, nanotubes can be dispersed at much higher 

concentrations in acids than other solutions. A critical consideration when preparing CNT 

solutions for wet processing is the rheology and viscosity of the resulting solution. 
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Generally, CNT concentration and viscosity need to be higher than a threshold limit for 

effective alignment. Additionally, longer nanotubes in a structure resulting in a lower 

number of junctions, thus a higher conductivity. On the other hand, lower concentrations 

can be achieved for a solution with longer CNTs; similar to dispersions of polymeric 

rigid rods.[118] Ultra-long single-walled CNT (SWCNT) are not dispersable in sulfuric 

acid.[129] Another note on CNT dispersions with sulfuric acid is that by introducing 

small amounts of water in the solution, aligned bundles of CNTs can be formed.[118] It 

is also predicted that this bundle size has a direct correlation with fiber’s 

conductivity.[13] 

 

3.2. Other parameters affecting CNT dispersions 

Efficient electrical/thermal transport requires metallic nanotubes (carbon 

nanotubes are usually comprised of both semiconducting and metallic nanotubes). As 

such, the highest electrical conduction in pure CNT wires (108 S/m) is predicted for 

metallic (defect-free: zero band gap), ultra-long, and single wall nanotubes.[130] 

However, industrially relevant bulk quantities of high-quality metallic CNTs cannot be 

currently synthesized,[107] and available methods to separate CNTs based on their 

metallic/semiconducting nature are only applicable to microns long CNTs and have a 

very low yield. Dopants have, however, been successful in decreasing the band gap in 

semiconducting nanotubes by charge transfer. For example, KAuBr4,[101] iodine 

monochloride (ICl),[105] and iron chloride (FeCl3) [106] have significantly enhanced 

electrical transport in carbon nanotube and graphene structures, respectively. The stability 

of dopants at high temperature remains a concern. Alternatively, semiconducting CNTs 
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can be selectively etched, for example using hydrogen peroxide [108] or sulfur trioxide 

(SO3).[131] Recent lab scale demonstrations have also shown the potential of a 

nanocomposite approach (aligned single-walled CNTs and copper) to outperform copper 

in electrical conductivity above 80 °C.[109]  

Although individual carbon nanotubes can have electrical conductivities of up to 

1×108 S/m in the case of SWCNTs and 3×106 S/m for MWCNT, as the highest 

conductivity for a CNT fiber, to date, is 8.5×106 S/m.[100] Recent research by Zhao et al. 

have shown that Iodine doped CNT fibers had an electrical conductivity of 6.7×106  S/m 

(1.5×10-7 Ω.m) which is approximately tenfold lower than copper (5.96×107  S/m).[104] 

Other than doping, the contact resistance between individual CNTs in the fiber, twist and 

length of CNTs, their alignment, packing density and entanglements also affect electrical 

conductivity in CNT fibers. 

Impurities can adversely affect properties in macroscale CNT conductors.[111] 

That is either by acting as scattering sites for electrons or hampering packing and 

alignment during CNT fiber fabrication. Furthermore, the CNT-CNT junction resistances 

dominate transport in CNT assemblies. Increasing individual CNT length and chemical 

doping has shown to decrease this contact resistance.[99, 132, 133] To address these two 

issues, the wet processing method studied in this thesis, utilizes highly pure and 

millimeters long CNTs, therefore significantly reducing the number of junctions. The 

length of nanotubes that can be processed with this method is only limited by the current 

ability to grow nanotubes, i.e., up to ~1 cm.[134, 135] In this method, we use high purity 

but low quality vertically aligned CNT (VACNT) arrays grown via CVD. These CNTs 

are detached from the substrate (leaving almost all catalyst particles behind) and 
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subsequently dispersed in diluted sulfuric acid, forming fibers. This is due to the CNTs’ 

pre-alignment, millimeters length, high rigidity and large diameter of the fiber (up to 

hundreds of microns). Formation of CNT fiber structures facilitates packing and 

alignment during subsequent processes of solution coating and wire drawing. Both the 

wet and dry fiber manufacturing techniques described earlier pose serious limitations to 

obtaining an ‘ideal’ CNT fiber. Dry processed fibers contain impurities (catalyst particles 

and amorphous carbon) that significantly degrade their performance and suffer a low 

packing density and poor nanotube alignment inherent to the spinning process.[111, 112] 

CNT end junctions limit the electrical performance in fibers;[99, 136] hence much effort 

has been focused on growing longer CNTs to reduce the number of junctions per length 

in CNT fibers. Wet-processed fibers, on the other hand, are comprised of dense, highly 

aligned, and pure nanotubes.[99, 104] Unfortunately, only microns long nanotubes can be 

processed using the existing wet processing extrusion methods.[137]  

In order to address the shortcomings of the existing aligned CNT structure 

technique, we examined a new process that enables aligning millimeters long nanotubes. 

In this process, CNTs are detached from the substrate and subsequently dispersed in 98% 

sulfuric acid (short single or few-walled carbon nanotubes may also be added to the 

solution at this stage) forming CNT fibers as shown in Figure 3-1 (i.e., semi-rigid bundles 

of nanotubes), then a nylon or copper wire was dip-coated with the CNT fibers. The CNT 

coating on the wire is progressively wire drawn to form a highly packed and aligned CNT 

coating. The pre-alignment and long lengths of the VACNTs used in this technique 

facilitate their assembly by solution coating and wire drawing into a packed and highly 

aligned structure. This method utilizes capillary and mechanical forces to align and 
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densify a thick CNT coating. The wires were dried for a minimum of 12 hours in ambient 

temperature, their electrical conductivity is measured, and their structures were studied 

with the aid of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Raman Spectroscopy 

techniques. Other than the application for wiring, this method can be conformed to 

electromagnetic shielding of cables, thin film antennas, and composite electrodes with 

CNT structures. 

In summary, the proposed wire fabrication method may offer the following key 

advantages: 

 Depending on the application, various substrate wires may be used. For 

electrical applications, copper or aluminum wires are a natural choice, 

whereas, for structural applications, polymer fibers may be used.  

 Controlling wire diameter in both wet and dry processing methods is 

complicated, and they usually produce fibers that are tens of microns in 

diameter. The proposed method allows for manufacturing different wire 

diameters (up to millimeters) by changing the diameter of the substrate wire 

and/or coating and processing parameters. 

 Upon acid dispersion, CNT arrays maintain their alignment and collapse to 

form fibers (rather than entangled CNT bundles). This facilitates alignment 

and packing of coatings during solution coating and wire drying processes.  

 Solution coating and wire drawing are both low-cost, high-rate and highly 

scalable. Wet chemistry processing of CNTs resolves environmental and 

toxicological concerns with suspended CNT particulate matter of respirable 

size. 
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 The copper core will allow for conventional soldering and insulating coatings 

to be used for connections and insulation, respectively. 

The set of experiments designed for this study were developed after numerous 

trials carried out using various solutions and processing parameters. Endeavors on 

electrical conductivity measurements of these coatings shed light on the importance of 

the adhesion of the CNTs to the substrate.  

 

3.3. Experimental 

CNT solution preparation 

Vertically aligned multiwall CNTs (MWCNT), 1-2mm in height and a Raman G 

to D peak ratio of ~1.6, were acquired from General Nano LCC. TuballTM SWCNTs were 

obtained from OCSiAl. According to the manufacturer, the SWCNTs are longer than 

5m, contain more than 75% nanotubes and exhibit a Raman G to D peak ratio of ~50. 

Both nanotubes were used without further processing. MWCNTs and SWCNTs were 

dispersed in industrial grade sulfuric acid in small batches by means of magnetic stirring 

for 1-2 h. Stirring with magnetic stirrer avoids any damage to CNTs in the solution. Each 

batch consisted of 50mg of CNTs in 100ml Sulfuric acid. Two main solutions were made 

from the small CNT batches. We tried coating copper and nylon wires from solutions of 

both short (a couple of microns) and long (few hundreds of microns) SWCNTs in sulfuric 

acid. Neither solution was able to adhere to the substrate wire and coat it. The main 

component for coating formation was, therefore, identified to be the long MWCNTs. As 

such, shearing of the MWCNT forests breaks them into fibers that are tens to hundreds of 

microns in diameter and as tall as the pristine CNT forest (Figure 3-1). 
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In this study, we’ll try to gain a better understanding of the influence of SWCNTs 

on the structure and performance of conductive CNT coatings alongside the general 

performance of the wires achieved using the coating/wire-drawing approach. Two main 

solutions were used, solution #1 consisted of 250mg MWCNTs in 400ml sulfuric acid 

and solution #2 contained 125mg MWCNT and 125mg SWCNT in 400ml sulfuric acid 

(0.0232 wt.% CNTs). SWCNTs were used to fill in the voids between the ultra-long 

MWCNTs. 100ml of DI water was slowly added to both solutions for aiding the 

formation of larger aligned bundles and lowering the viscosity of the solutions for easier 

stirring. Figure 3-1 shows the dispersion of the carbon nanotubes in the solution by 

forming nanotube bundles. The bundles are formed due to the large van der Waals forces 

between individual CNTs, entanglements, and friction forces. Solutions were 

mechanically stirred at 200-400 rpm in a 500ml beaker during the dip-coating process. 
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Figure 3-1: 2mm long MWCNT forest dispersed in 98% sulfuric acid with the aid of mechanical 

stirring, forming micron-size MWNT bundles. 
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Dip-coating process 

Dip-coating of both copper and nylon wires from solutions of both short (a couple 

of microns) and long (few hundreds of microns) SWCNTs in sulfuric acid was examined. 

Neither solution was able to adhere to the substrate wire and coat it. The main component 

for coating formation was, therefore, identified to be the long MWCNTs. As such, 

shearing of the MWCNT forests breaks them into fibers that are tens to hundreds of 

microns in diameter and as long as the precursor CNT forest, as shown in Figure 3-1. 

 Copper wires, 24 American wire gauge (AWG) or 511µm in diameter, were 

abraded with 240 grit sandpaper for better adhesion to CNTs. These filaments, cut in 10 

cm long pieces, cleaned in an ethanol container inside a sonication bath and dried by 

nitrogen flow. Prepared copper wire substrates are dipped into the solutions and extracted 

to form the CNT coating. 

 

Figure 3-2: Left: Schematic for the dip-coating step of a copper wire in stirred solution. Right: 

Cross-section view of the dip-coating step with streamlines generated in the solution resulted 

from stirring. 
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In addition to copper, nylon was also used as a substrate for CNT coating. This 

was to exhibit the versatility of the coating technique and also due to the insulating nature 

of nylon that facilitated direct measurement of the electrical conductivity of the coating. 

For lighter nylon monofilament wires, dip-coating is difficult as the wire 

meanders in the solution upon entering it. To overcome these issues and convert the 

simple dip-coating to a continuous coating process, wires were passed through a thin 

glass straw to the bottom of the solution and extracted from the bottom side of the straw 

in the upward direction of streamlines with a slight angle in the direction of vortex flow 

to form ~20 cm long CNT coated sections for this study (Figure 3-3).  

 

 

Figure 3-3: a) Schematic of CNT solution dip-coating process of Nylon wires. b) A cross-

sectional view of the solution with streamlines generated in the solution while stirring. 
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Vortex flow patterns generated by a magnetic propeller in a glass cylinder were 

described by Halasz et al. [138] As shown schematically in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3, the 

three-dimensional flow patterns can be exploited to form more uniform and 

unidirectional CNT structures on substrate wires. In this regard, CNT structures can be 

considered as polymeric rods in a solution, [118, 139] and thus will track the streamlines. 

Aligning the wire with these streamlines can, therefore, result in the formation of aligned 

CNT coatings. The container shape can affect the vortex flow generated in the solution 

by mechanical stirring. By adding the thin straw to the inner sidewall of the container, 

continuous coating was achieved by guiding the wire to the bottom of the container and 

extracting it from the solution with minimum influence on the vortex flow (Figure 3-3).  

All coated wires were rinsed in DI water after the dip-coating step. Half of the 

wires at this point were hung under the fume hood to dry overnight. The second half of 

the wires went through the die drawing process starting with 2.2mm diameter die and 

ending with 460µm and 550µm diameter dies for nylon and copper wires, respectively, in 

12-19 drawing steps (Figure 3-5). DI water rinsing was employed, as needed, in-between 

each drawing step of the process for lubrication. In the case of nylon coated wires, 

immediate immersion in DI water after the dip-coating process is necessary to remove the 

excess sulfuric acid that would otherwise deteriorate the nylon core and eventually (in a 

matter of minutes) result in the breakage of the nylon core.  
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Figure 3-4: CNT coated samples with nylon core 

 

Figure 3-5: Schematic of the coating process of wires with dip-coating and densification of the 

coating in die drawing steps. SEM images of the substrate and coating are included to 

complement the schematics. 
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CNT coating / substrate interaction 

Surface characteristics of the substrate wire affect the CNT coating quality and 

thickness. In order to improve adhesion of CNTs to the substrate and promote coating, 

several surface treatments were examined. Some surface treatments prohibited the 

formation of any coating while others resulted in uniform and thick ones.  

Contact angle measurements of water droplets on copper foils, with different 

surface preparations, were carried out to understand the coating process better.  

Contact angle measurements were performed based on ASTM standard D7334-08 

with a ramē-hart static contact angle goniometer. Deionized water droplets with volumes 

less than 20µL were used in these measurements. The ASTM standard recommends the 

measuring time for each droplet after hitting the surface not to exceed 30 seconds. The 

average contact angles were measured for 10-20 droplets for each sample. Measurements 

were taken place on untreated and treated copper tape. Treatments included abrading with 

240grit sandpaper, 400grit sandpaper, hydrochloric acid, and nitric acid. Data variations 

recorded for contact angles are 5 to 6%. 

Acid treatment and surface roughening were used to oxidize the surface and increase the 

surface area, respectively, resulting in contact angles between 65 and 100 degrees. The 

copper surface roughened by a 240 grit sandpaper exhibited the highest contact angle, or 

a higher hydrophobicity, while nitric acid treatment resulted in the most hydrophilic 

surface among the tested surfaces. Copper substrate wires with identical surface 

treatments were prepared, and it was observed that the coating uniformity increases with 

contact angle values of the surface. No coating was formed on the wires treated with 

nitric acid, and the most uniform one was formed on the wire sanded with the 240 grit 
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paper. Coating formation is therefore governed by the surface hydrophobicity, in that, a 

more hydrophobic surface will repel the acid more, and CNTs can better adhere to it, 

whereas CNTs do not attach to the surface if it is hydrophilic. This is especially true if the 

coating is formed at the interface of the air/solution where it can stay on the substrate if 

the substrate surface rids of acid, i.e. if it is more hydrophobic. The 240 grit sandpaper 

roughening was used to modify all the copper substrate wires used in this study. The 

increased surface area of the wires due to this treatment also enhances the contact area 

between the coating and substrate.  
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Figure 3-6: Contact angle measurements of water droplets on copper tape, untreated, and treated 

with 240grit sandpaper, 400grit sandpaper, Nitric acid, and Hydrochloric acid. 

 

Figure 3-7: Summary of contact angle measurements of water droplets on copper tape, untreated, 

and treated with 240grit sandpaper, 400grit sandpaper, Nitric acid, and Hydrochloric acid. 

 

A simple test has been carried out for visual adhesion test of the prepared samples 

with an applying pressure with an adhesive tape on the coated section of the wire and 

removing it (Figure 3-8).  
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Figure 3-8: Simple CNT coating adhesion test on a CNT coated copper substrate with adhesive 

tape. 

 

In addition to copper, nylon was also used as a substrate for CNT coating. This 

was to exhibit the versatility of the coating technique and also facilitate the direct 

measurement of the electrical conductivity of the coatings. Similar to copper, CNT fibers 

adhere well to nylon. Nylon, however, was slightly corroded (or etched) upon exposure to 

sulfuric acid. This corroded surface layer acted as a hospitable porous structure for CNT 

adhesion. As shown in Figure 3-9, the bright layer between the nylon core and CNT 

coating is a porous structure consisting of nylon and CNTs. To confirm that this layer is 

formed in the process, a nylon wire was dipped in and retracted from a CNT free sulfuric 

acid in the same manner as the coating process. Comparing cross-sectional microscopy 

pictures taken from this sample (Figure 3-9b) to un-treated nylon wire shows the 

formation of this corroded layer on nylon filaments.  
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Figure 3-9: Cross-sectional dark field microscopy images of CNT coated nylon wire (a), and 

sulfuric acid treated nylon wire (b). 

 

Different processing parameters affect the CNT coating quality and thickness. For 

example, die drawing can be used to densify the coating on a substrate wire, uniform it, 

and coax CNT fibers to align in the wire direction. Moreover, it was found that stirring 

rate of the CNT-acid solution has a prominent influence on the formation and uniformity 

of coatings. Specifically, no coating was formed at both relatively low and high shear 

mixing rates, respectively.  To monitor the effect of die drawing and shear mixing rate on 

coating uniformity, alignment, and packing, several samples under different processing 

conditions were prepared. One group of wires were drawn through a series of dies after 

dip coating, and another group was simply dried after dip coating. Similarly, samples 

from each solution were prepared under different shear mixing rates, half of which at 

rates close to the lower limit of coating formation, and the other half close to the upper 

limit for coating formation. Finally, samples based on ultra-long MWCNTs and a mixture 

of both ultra-long MWCNTs and short SWCNTs were prepared.  SWCNTs were used as 
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a filler to occupy the spaces between the long nanotubes. The summary of the wires 

prepared in these experiments are provided in Table 3-2. Structure and properties of 

samples in each group was then investigated in order to elucidate the effects of 

processing, namely die drawing and shear mixing rate, thereby closing the processing-

structure-property relationships loop. 

Table 3-2: Summary of the samples prepared for this study. 16 Samples (Average coating length 

of 15 cm per sample) 

  

  

 MWCNT solution MWCNT/SWCNT solution 

  High shear 

rate 

Low shear 

rate 

High shear 

rate 

Low shear 

rate 

Nylon 

core  

Die drawn x x x x 

Not die 

drawn 

x x x x 

Copper 

core  

Die drawn x x x x 

Not die 

drawn 

x x x x 
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CHAPTER 4 : ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF WIRES AND 

COATINGS 

4.1. Wire diameter measurements 

A laser micrometer (XACTUM XLS 13XY) with custom-made sample mount 

(Figure 4-1) platform was used for measuring the diameters of the composite wires and 

the copper cores. Measurements were taken in 1mm increments along the coating and 

core length. The average diameter was then employed to calculate the cross-sectional 

area of the wires and their coatings. The standard deviation of these measurements was 

used later for the uncertainty analysis of the results. 

 

Figure 4-1: Laser micrometer setup with custom-made sample holder for measuring the diameter 

of Nylon and Copper wire substrates as well as CNT coated composite wires 

 

Prior and after dip-coating the wires into the solution, initial and final weights of 

the wires were measured. The difference was considered to be the weight of the coating, 

and the density of the coating was accordingly calculated.  
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Figure 4-2 shows the coating thickness, coating area, and coating’s surface 

variations for the wires formed on nylon and copper and subjected to die drawing. It can 

be concluded from this figure that on average, thicker coatings are formed on nylon than 

copper substrates, which indicates the higher adhesion levels for CNTs to the nylon. It is 

also observed that die drawing has a more prominent effect on both the densification and 

surface roughness of the CNT coatings in CNT-copper wires compared with coatings on 

nylon wires. On average, CNT coatings on nylon are smoother regardless of whether they 

have been through the die drawing process or not. 

 

Figure 4-2: Coating thickness range achieved for the composite wires (nylon and copper as 

substrates), coated at different shear mixing rates and subjected to die drawing. Average surface 

roughness of as coated and wire-drawn CNT coatings on copper and nylon substrates are also 

included. 
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4.2. Electrical Conductivity measurements at room temperature 

The resistance of is the wires were calculated using the Ohm’s law, e.g., by 

applying a known current and measuring the resulting voltage. For high conductivity 

materials, measured voltage is very small, and various sources of errors and noises occur 

as a result. 

In a simple two wire DC method using a multimeter, a current is passed through 

the sample, and the resulting voltage is measured across the terminals. The resistance is 

calculated by dividing this voltage by the current. This method is not accurate for 

resistances less than 100Ω. It's noteworthy that the drop in voltage is due to the device’s 

resistance as well as leads’ resistances and connections. 

An alternative method is a four-probe connection which eliminates the lead 

resistances from measurement. In this method, DC passes through the specimen and the 

voltage is measured with separate leads.  

Although this method is suitable for resistance measurements under 100Ω, there 

are still other sources of errors and noises for low resistance measurements. The most 

common source of measurement errors for electrical conductivity is thermoelectric 

voltages that develop in response to temperature gradients, or when dissimilar materials 

are touching. Avoiding the employment of non-copper leads can terminate the latter 

source of error. Also, keeping the setup on for prolonged periods of time before starting 

the experiments and placing all the components as close as possible can cause the setup 

to reach to a temperature equilibrium with the surrounding environment which minimizes 

the former. Another highly effective method is to use a reversing current source to cancel 
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thermoelectric EMFs. Averaging the measurements between two reversed readings 

results in canceling the Thermoelectric EMFs from calculations.  

 𝑉1 =  𝑉𝑒𝑚𝑓 +  𝑉𝑎 −  𝑉𝑏 

 𝑉2 =  𝑉𝑒𝑚𝑓 +  𝑉𝑏 −  𝑉𝑎 

 𝑉1 −  𝑉2

2
=  𝑉𝑎 −  𝑉𝑏 

Another source of error is non-ohmic contacts which may result from oxidations 

as an example, and there are various ways to check for them which we are not going 

through here. 

Without the consideration of noises in a typical two-probe measurement system 

for a device with resistances, less than 10mΩ which is the range of our measurements, the 

errors due to lead resistance, connection resistance, and terminals can cumulate to values 

greater than the true resistance itself.  

Other than these measurement errors, there are several sources of noise which 

influence low resistance measurements. All voltage sources generate Johnson noise due 

to their internal resistance, and it can be reduced by decreasing the bandwidth of the 

measurement and the temperature of the setup which are not always options for 

experiments. 1/f noise is another noise which is caused by environmental factors and 

chemical processes in the test components.  

As mentioned before, the current reversal method can compensate for 

thermoelectric EMFs generated in the measurement. The delta mode is similar to current 

reversal method, but it uses three voltage measurements instead of two for every 

calculation by each polarity change. The additional term in averaging results in 
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eliminating thermoelectric voltages, thermoelectric voltage changes, as well as lowering 

noise levels. 

One more consideration which is device heating should be accounted for low 

resistance measurements. The resistance of the device can change due to the power 

dissipation from the current source. This power can be calculated from the 𝑃 =

𝑅𝐼2formula. This formula shows that using lower currents can decrease this effect. 

The temperature changes in a sample for each measurement can be calculated 

from the following formulas: 

𝐼. 𝑉. 𝑡 = 𝑀. 𝐶𝑝. 𝛥𝑇 

𝑀 = 𝐿. 𝜌. 𝐴 

Which I, the measurement current, V, the measurement voltage, M, the total 

weight of the portion of the sample under test, ρ, the density of the sample, A, the total 

averaged cross-section of the sample, and L, the length of the sample under test are 

measured in experiments and by assuming Cp=0.75, the heat capacity of graphite, we can 

obtain the temperature change of the sample during each process which usually takes 

between 5-10 seconds. Based on these rough calculations, the four-probe DC sweep 

method generates a temperature change of about 1°K and less in the sample during each 

measurement, and the Delta method generates temperature changes in the order of milli-

Kelvins.  These numbers do not hold true for conductivity measurements of the samples 

with plastic core, and they show higher power dissipations across the sample for each test 

even with low currents which results in temperature changes in the order of tens of 

degrees Kelvin. 
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 The four probe delta mode was used for measuring the electrical conductivity of 

the wires at room temperature. A custom made four probe apparatus with copper 

connections and silver paste contacts were used. ASTM standard B193-16 and D4496-13 

were followed. Conformity for the length of samples under measurements could not be 

achieved due to the short lengths of coatings compared to the lengths specified in ASTM 

standard B193-16 (300mm). The current was supplied by a Keithley 6221 DC/AC 

Current Source and voltage drops across the samples were measured by a Keithley 

2182A Nanovoltmeter. The setup was controlled by a computer via LabVIEW. 

Resistance measurements were performed for 10mm long sections (distance between the 

voltage probes), from coated sections of the CNT coated wires, substrate copper core, and 

removed CNT coatings from copper substrates. Contacts to the specimens were made by 

carefully applying silver paste with the tip of a syringe. The applied current in the four 

probe delta mode was ±20×10-6Amps. 

Four-probe electrical conductivity measurements of the CNT coated nylon wires, 

and the separated coatings from the copper substrate wires were performed by connecting 

the voltage probes on either the top or bottom side of the wire and placing the current 

probes on the opposite side. Results from these configurations were consistent with the 

results where all probes were placed on only one side of the wire, showing a uniform 

flow of electrons around the circumference of the wires in the 1 cm distance between the 

voltage probes. The linear dependence of voltage and current were also confirmed using 

the four probe DC sweep conductivity measurement. The electrical conductivity of the 

CNT coated copper wires were measured in three steps. First, the diameter of the 

composite wire was measured along the coated section as well as the resistance of the 
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coated section. Second, the wire was soaked in DI water and coating was removed with 

care; this process couldn’t be applied to the coatings on nylon as there is a much stronger 

interaction between the coating and nylon in these samples. And lastly, the diameter of 

the copper core which previously was under the CNT coating was measured along the 

wire and resistance of that section was also measured. Another method with a higher 

success rate for separating the CNT coating from the copper substrate was to soak the 

wire in nitric acid instead of water. Nitric acid readily dissolves copper, and the coating 

can thus be removed.  The two methods resulted in similar conductivities for the removed 

CNT coatings.  

 

Figure 4-3: Experimental setup for electrical resistivity measurement: (a) top view; (b) isometric 

view. 

 

To better understand the connectivity of the coating to the copper core, parallel 

resistance rule, as shown in Figure 4-4 was applied. This model calculates the 
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conductivity of the coating based on the two values of composite’s conductivity and 

core’s conductivity from the following equations:  

 

𝟏

𝑹𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒑.
=

𝟏

𝑹𝑪𝒖
+

𝟏

𝑹𝑪𝑵𝑻
                 ( 1 ) 

𝝈𝑪𝑵𝑻 =
𝑨𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒑.∗𝝆𝑪𝒖− 𝑨𝑪𝒖∗𝝆𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒑.

(𝑨𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒑.−𝑨𝑪𝒖)∗𝝆𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒑.∗𝝆𝑪𝒖
   ( 2 ) 

 

 

Figure 4-4: Parallel resistance model for the copper-coated wires. This model assumes an infinite 

resistance at the copper-coating interface. 

 

In these formulas “R” refers to the wire resistance, “A” is cross-sectional area of the 

sections measured by laser micrometer, “ρ” is the resistivity of the sections and “σ” is 

conductivity. The subscript of “comp.” refers to the total copper-CNT coated composite 

wire, “CNT” is the carbon nanotube coating and “Cu” refers to the copper core. The 

conductivity of the CNT coating was measured separately after separation from the 

copper core and calculated using the previously known values using equation 3. 

𝝈𝑪𝑵𝑻 =
𝒍

𝑹𝑪𝑵𝑻(𝑨𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒑.−𝑨𝑪𝒖)
  ( 3 ) 

In this formula, “l” is the distance between current probes in the four probe 

measurement apparatus. The coating conductivities calculated from equation 3 and direct 
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measurements do not match, which explains that: 1) CNT coating and copper core are not 

parallel resistors, and 2) there is a contact resistance between CNT coating and copper 

core. On the other hand, results calculated directly from equation (3) are in good 

agreement with the conductivities measured from CNT-nylon core wires. The highest 

conductivity achieved for the CNT layer in this study was 545.7S/cm. An increase of 

46.8% in the average conductivity of all samples was observed in the samples from 

MWCNT/SWCNT solution compared to the samples from MWCNT solutions. This 

increase was due to the high quality of the SWCNTs and that they filled in the voids 

between the longer MWCNTs.  

An interesting phenomenon observed for the CNT coatings removed from copper 

cores was the overflow of voltage at around 5.2×10-3 - 6.1×10-3 Amp current in the four 

probe setup, which was reversible, and at this point, we have no explanation for it (Figure 

4-5). Also, an exponential decrease in resistance of CNT coatings was observed through 

the first 20-30 minutes of continuous measurements in the four probe delta mode 

electrical conductivity measurement (Figure 4-6). Figure 4-7 shows our results in 

comparison with the best results published for conductive CNT fibers and wires in 

literature to date, in terms of conductivity and cross-sectional area of the CNT portion of 

the wires.  
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Figure 4-5: Four probe DC sweep resistance measurement of CNT coating, removed from copper 

substrate, in different current ranges. The voltage overflow happens at a value of ~5.2 ×10-3A 

while the voltage does not exceed values more than 120mV, which is far lower than the limits of 

the device. Experiments 13-18 in this set show that this phenomenon is reversible and does not 

affect the properties of the CNT coating. 

 

Figure 4-6: Resistance vs. time measurements for composite CNT coated Nylon wire. The initial 

resistance of 14.65  and final resistance of 13.36  after 20 minutes. Method of measurement is 

4 probe. 
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   Ref.  CNT type  Technique   Comment   

 This work 
 
- 

 MWNT/ 

SWNT 

 Wet processing from 98% 

sulfuric acid 

 Die densified CNT coated Nylon 

wires 
 

 
1 

 

[140] 

 

MWNT 

 Wet processing - 

Coagulation spinning in 

aqueous media  

 

PVA/MWNT composite fibers  
 

 2  [141]  MWNT  Dry Spawn  Coated with Au nanoparticles   

 

3 

 

[142] 

 

DWNT 

 Wet processing - 

Chlorosulfonic acid with 2 

to 6 wt.% CNTs 

 

Doped with HSO3Cl and I2 
 

 4  [143]  DWNT  Dry Spawn  Iodine doped at 200°C for 12hr   

 5  [144]  DWNT  Dry Spawn  Multilayered yarns   

 

6 

 

[145] 

 

SWNT 

 Wet Processing - From 

super-acid 

suspensions (100% sulfuric 

acid with 6 and 8 

wt.% CNT) 

 High-temperature 

annealing (annealed neat fibers 

either in flowing argon at 

1100°C for 24 hours or in 

vacuum at 1150°C for 2 hours)  

 

 
7 

 
[101] 

 
- 

 
Dry Spawn 

 Die densified and doped with 

KAuBr4  
 

 

Figure 4-7: Electrical conductivity vs. CNT fiber area results from our studies and comparison 

with a selection of best results published for CNT fibers and wires. The data shown in this chart is 

for CNT coating cross-section only. 
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CHAPTER 5 : STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF CNT WIRES 

 

Structure of the different CNT wires was investigated using light microscopy, 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and Raman spectroscopy. SEM was used to 

visually probe the alignment of the vertically aligned carbon nanotubes used for 

preparing the solutions, and for side and cross-sectional imaging of the wire specimens. 

Micro Raman spectroscopy was used to investigate the quality of the raw carbon 

nanotubes as well as CNT coatings. Polarized Raman was used to determining the level 

of alignment of the CNTs along the wires.   

 

5.1. Microscopy 

Cross-sectional microscopy specimens were prepared to measure the substrate 

diameter, coating thickness, and probe the CNT microstructure. Portions of each wire 

were cut and placed vertically into a polystyrene mold, which was then filled with the 

Aeropoxy PR2032/PH3670. Samples were degassed under the vacuum and cured 

overnight at room temperature and post-cured at 80 ℃ for two hours. The samples were 

subsequently subjected to a grinding and polishing, following standard metallography 

procedures. Abrasive papers with 240, 400, 600 and 1000 grit size were used for grinding 

followed by polishing with 6 and 1m diamond paste. Samples were observed under a 

light microscope and gold coated for scanning electron microscopy (SEM).  An FEI 

Quanta 3D FEG SEM was used for imaging. Low magnification images were used to 

confirm substrate and coating diameters, and high magnification images were used to 

characterize alignment, porosity, and structure of the CNT coating.  
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5.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy 

SEM of MWCNTs 

SEM results from the vertically aligned CNTs grown with our chemical vapor 

deposition apparatus show that the forests reach 800µm – 1mm in height for the duration 

of the growth. The diameter of these CNTs were 13-30nm and they exhibited waviness. 

Figure 5-1 show these CNT structures at various resolutions. It’s noteworthy that their 

waviness worsens toward the tip of the forest and roots adjacent to the substrate. The 

vertically aligned carbon nanotube forests from GeneralNano possess a similar structure 

as the ones that were grown in-house, although, they look more entangled. 

  

  

a b 

c d 
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Figure 5-1: Scanning Electron Microscopy of pristine MWCNTs at a) 500K× magnification. b) 

~200× magnification. c) 20K× magnification. From the side view of the forest and d) 50K× 

magnification from top of the batch. 

 

SEM of CNT coated copper wires 

Cross-sectional samples were gold coated prior to SEM imaging. The gold 

coating layer is in the order of nanometers. SEM results from the sides of the prepared 

CNT coatings on copper wires show a relatively good alignment (Figure 5-2-d). Figure 

5-2 shows a comparison between the as-synthesized CNT forests and the bundles formed 

in the solution and deposited on a copper substrate. The uniformity of the coating is in 

good agreement with our laser micrometry measurements.  
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Figure 5-2: a and b) SEM images of General Nano MWCNT forests in different magnifications 

where entanglement is observable between nanotubes. c) a CNT coated copper wire after several 

wire drawing steps. d) the MWCNT bundles formed on the copper substrate and aligned in the 

direction of the long axis of the wire in c. 

 

Cross-sectional SEM images of the coated copper wires are shown in  

Figure 5-3. Misalignment of the center of the coating and copper substrate was observed 

for some of the samples, specifically with thicker coatings. This may be due to different 
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sources such as the slight angle of extrusion of wire from the solution or misalignment of 

the wire in the die drawing process. As shown in  

Figure 5-3, the coating is not connected to the core in some regions.  CNT coated nylon 

wires showed a composite layer of nylon with CNTs embedded (Figure 3-9). The porous 

structure formed on the outer surface of nylon seems to adhere well to the coating. This 

layer is the reason for better attachment of CNTs to the nylon wires during solution 

coating. However, the infusion of polymer in CNTs decreased the coating electrical 

conductivity. 

 

 

Figure 5-3: a) Cross-section of CNT coated copper composite wire prepared with MWNT 

solution. b) A gap between CNT coating and copper substrate is visible in some areas of 

cross-sections.  
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SEM of CNT coated Nylon wires 

Cross-sectional images of the CNT coatings on nylon wires (Figure 5-4) are less 

eccentric than their copper counterparts. Similar CNT alignment for coatings on both 

nylon and copper were observed.   

 

Figure 5-4:  Cross-sectional SEM images of CNT coated nylon wires without die drawing (a) and 

with die drawing (b). SEM of the surface of CNT coated nylon wires with no die drawing (c) and 

with die drawing (d). 
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5.3. Raman spectroscopy 

In Raman spectroscopy, absorbing a photon causes electron excitation from the 

valence band to the conduction energy band, and subsequently, the electron emits or 

absorbs a phonon and finally returns to the valence energy band by emitting a 

photon.[146] Plotting the intensity of this scattered light versus its energy loss results in 

the Raman spectrum. The energy loss in the plot is called the frequency downshift, and 

the peaks of the spectra can provide information about the bonds and chirality of carbon 

nanotubes.[147] In an SWCNT Raman spectrum, the radial breathing mode (RBM) 

contains information about the diameter of the CNTs and therefore is an evidence of the 

existence of SWCNTs in the sample. RBM and G band are considered first order Raman 

modes for CNTs. Also, the ratio of the semiconducting and metallic SWCNTs in a 

sample can be estimated using multiple laser energies. The G band in an SWCNT Raman 

spectrum includes several peaks since the two carbon atoms in a unit cell of SWCNT are 

positioned in a cylindrical manner. The two significant peaks in G band are G+ and G-. 

The G+ corresponds to the atomic vibrations along the axis and is positioned around 

1590cm-1. The G- peak on the other hand, shows the circumferential vibrations of atoms 

and its frequency is around 1570cm-1. The double-resonance Raman features of CNTs 

corresponds to the D and G’ bands with frequencies around 1350cm-1 and 2700cm-1, 

respectively. D-band peak corresponds to disorder in CNTs.[147] 

 

Raman spectroscopy of MWCNTs 

In the Raman spectra of multi-walled carbon nanotubes, the RBM mode is usually 

broadened over a range of frequencies and usually exhibits a low intensity. Also, the 
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diameter distribution of the CNTs in MWCNTs results in a narrower splitting of the G+ 

and G- bands, and as a result, the G band shows an asymmetric peak around 1582cm-1. 

The excitation wavelength of Raman spectroscopy has a minor influence over the 

frequency downshift and peak location in the Raman spectra.[148] Our Raman 

experiments were carried out using a 532nm laser. More information regarding the 

location of bands with these two wavelengths can be found in the studies of Asthana et 

al.[148]  The existence of defects on nanotubes sidewalls results in changes in the D-

band. The addition of other chemical species to the sidewalls may result in charge 

transfer to the nanotube, exhibiting a downshift or upshift in various Raman modes. 

 Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6 show Raman spectra of MWCNTs used in this study in 

their pristine form and after dispersion in sulfuric acid and deposition on wires. There is 

almost no change in the G/D peak ratios, which indicates the processing had no effect on 

nanotubes.  

 

Figure 5-5: Raman spectroscopy of the pristine MWCNT forests  
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Figure 5-6: Raman spectroscopy of MWCNT coating on nylon wire prepared from CNT/sulfuric 

acid solution dip-coating process. 

 

Polarized Raman spectroscopy 

CNT alignment can be determined via polarized Raman spectroscopy. This 

measurement can qualitatively probe alignment in CNT wires. Studies show that at the 

angle of 55 degrees between the polarization direction and nanotubes axis, the G- band 

intensity shows its minimum value and the maximum value is achieved at the 0 degrees. 

Figure 5-7 shows polarized Raman spectroscopy of CNT coated nylon wires.  

For this study, a sample of aligned CNT sheet was used to verify the 

measurement. The long axis of the wire is parallel to the zero degrees polarization 

direction. The z-axis was used to focus the laser to acquire the highest intensity per 

second. The exposure time is determined from the intensity. At each location, multiple 

measurements were taken at different angles (0, 20, 40, 50, 60, 90, 180) (Figure 5-7). At 

least five measurements were taken on each sample from  five locations.   
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Figure 5-7 - Polarized Raman spectroscopy of CNT coated Nylon sample from MWCNT solution 

as a function of measured angles 0, 20, 40, 50, 60, 90 degrees of polarization direction. 

 

Studies show that the intensity of G band in aligned MWCNT fibers show a 

decrease over 0-55 degree in polarization angle (The G-band disappears at  55 degrees) 

and then increase in 55-90 degree to about 0.6 times the initial intensity at zero 

degrees.[149] In case of SWCNT fibers, the G-band intensity has a decrease over the 

range of 0-90 degrees polarization angle.[150, 151] In the case of our reference sample, 

which was a sheet of highly aligned MWCNTs, Raman intensities at 0 and 90 degrees 

have the highest values, and at 55 degrees, a slight decrease in the G-band intensity was 

observed (Figure 5-8). Polarized Raman spectroscopy of our wire samples (from nylon 

substrate, copper substrate, MWCNT solution, or MWCNT/SWCNT solution) show 

almost the same pattern in their G-band intensities (Figure 5-8). In the case of less 

aligned coatings, a slight decrease in G-band intensity of Raman spectra from 55 degrees 

is observed (Figure 5-9). The band intensities in MWCNT/SWCNT samples are 

overruled by SWNTs in the spectra. Although, only a slight change in the order of 
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intensity peaks from different polarization directions into the correct order of alignment is 

observed (Figure 5-10). This misalignment may be due to the fact that the dip-coating 

process is not yet optimized to form highly aligned thick coatings and the die drawing 

process also mostly affects the outer surface of the coatings. 

 Pre-processed SWCNTs used in this study possess a 𝐼𝐺/𝐼𝐷 ratio of 50. Variations 

in the amount of MWCNTs and SWCNTs under the area of Raman spectroscopy 

contributes to the differences in the values of 𝐼𝐺/𝐼𝐷ratio in samples from 

MWCNT/SWCNT solution. But the 𝐼𝐺/𝐼𝐷 ratio is consistently 1.12 with the samples 

from MWCNT solution. 
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Figure 5-8: SEM (a) and polarized Raman spectroscopy(c) of aligned MWCNT sheet with 

zoomed in G-band intensities at 0,55, and 90 degree polarization direction compared to SEM (b) 

and polarized Raman spectroscopy (d) of an MWCNT coated nylon wire prepared by the method 

described in this work. 
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Figure 5-9: Polarized Raman spectroscopy of CNT coated Copper sample from MWCNT 

solution, with and without die drawing process 

 

 

Figure 5-10: Polarized Raman spectroscopy of CNT coated nylon sample from 

MWCNT/SWCNT solution, with and without die drawing process 
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CHAPTER 6 : CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

6.1. Conclusions 

The scalable solution coating and wire drawing method introduced in this study 

proved to be an effective approach for coating various wire substrates with ultra-long 

CNTs. The challenge remains to achieve better alignment and packing and enhance CNT-

substrate wire interface adhesion, thus electrical properties comparable to copper and 

aluminum. Sulfuric acid showed to be an effective dispersant for long multi-wall carbon 

nanotubes where it facilitated CNT fiber formation and didn’t affect the CNT structure. 

Based on the measured electrical conductivities, quality of the precursor CNTs is the 

dominant parameter for the performance of a macro-scale conductor; the 46.8% increase 

in conductivity of the samples from SWCNT/MWCNT solution over samples from 

MWCNT solution as well as other studies[100] show that by using precursor CNTs with 

better characteristics such as higher lengths (higher dimensional aspect ratio), and purity 

(Higher 𝐼𝐺/𝐼𝐷 ratio in Raman), much enhanced CNT conductors can be fabricated by this 

method. Scanning electron microscopy of the coatings showed good levels of CNT 

alignment and packing. Light microscopy of the cross-sections of the coatings as well as 

their side view showed improvement of diameter uniformity of the coatings after die 

drawing. Raman spectroscopy confirmed that the method almost did not cause any 

damage to the CNTs and based on the polarized Raman spectroscopy results, there is still 

room for improvement of alignment of the CNT structures, especially for thicker 

coatings. Figure 6-1 is a representative of the manufactruing process from the nano-scale 

nanotubes to the macro-scale wires.  
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Figure 6-1: From individual MWCNTs to coatings of tens of microns in thickness. a) MWCNT 

forest at 300K× magnification. b) MWCNT fiber in sulfuric acid solution. c) Formation of 

MWCNT bundles on the surface of the coating. d) 69µm thick MWCNT coating on a 24AWG 

copper wire at 100× magnification. 

 

6.2. Future Work 

Some questions remained unanswered in this research, such as the behavior seen 

in electrical resistance measurement of the coatings, CNT-copper interface nature, and 

interactions between the CNT bundles in solution and during wire drawing. Cross-

sectional images of CNT coated nylon wires showed that there is an interface layer 

formed where nanotubes and nylon are mixed. Also, the removed CNT layers from 

copper wires show a trace of redness on their inner surface that can be attributed to partial 

dissolution of copper in sulfuric acid. Although, both cases resulted in similar 

conductivities of CNT coatings. But it’s important to better understand the effects of 

different substrates on the structure and properties of the CNT coatings. 

It is crucial to optimize many aspects of the process to achieve higher 

conductivity coatings. It would also be interesting to investigate other applications of the 

CNT coated wires such as electromagnetic shielding, thin film antennas, and composite 

electrodes. First of all, a better understanding of the CNT synthesis would help optimize 

the process. For example, controlling the chirality and selective growth of ultralong 

    

 

a b c d 
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SWCNTs and DWCNTs with higher qualities and less waviness is only possible through 

this. Also, our understanding of the interactions between ultralong CNTs with different 

acids is limited. Adhesion mechanism of CNTs on different materials seems to be another 

area of importance. Exclusive to this process, understanding the rheology of CNT 

dispersions and their dip-coating process would lead to the production of more aligned 

coatings and scaling up of the process. It would be of utmost importance to understand 

the alignment mechanism, in particular, whether alignment is due to shear forces from 

surface tension upon extraction from solution or because of the vortex alignment in the 

solution. Not to mention, the mechanisms behind the capillary assembly of CNTs are also 

missing. Studies can be further carried out to better characterize the electrical properties 

of the coatings at different temperatures as well as thermal and mechanical properties of 

the coatings. 
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